Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?

Minerva Drive

Yes

Chatelain Cir

Yes

Mayflower Terrace

Yes

Minerva Drive

Yes

Olympia

Yes

Magellan Square

Yes

Minerva Drive
Christopher Thomas
Lane

Yes

Tennis Courts
Only park with a decent basketball
court
Distance from my house
Legacy Park Drive. People drive
too fast on it. Have been nearly
hit several times trying to cross it
Shape/size and general prettiness. over to the park.
Shaded areas, different
playgrounds for different ages.
Not enough swings

Choice of playgrounds, big rocks
to climb on, nature without bears
Wooded, winding trails. Large
natural area.
The trails and the trees, and park
aspects for our family. It's
multipurpose.

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?
Entry control for tennis courts so entry is
restricted to community residents and their
guests.

Dog run. More running paths.

Can get muddy with all shade

More benches, open areas, fountain in water
See saw Sandbox with community toys Big
Swing with chest belt Energy generating
something (stationary bikes, for example)
Something active for adults to do while
watching kids play

Nothing

Open field area.

All of the cars parked on the side
of the road.

Cherry trees, more park benches and picnic
benches

Yes

Red Admiral
Minerva
Morning Walk Dr

Yes
No
Yes

Tradewind Drive

Yes

Central location in the
neighborhood. Easy to get to by
car or bike, nice to ride bikes there
Have to cross BRR from Legacy
and then go up to Town Center
Park Drive (by Elementary school) water fountain, bathroom
for ice cream.
Trails, maintained landscaping
Playgrounds, tennis courts,
basketball courts, running trails

tennis court
only 2 tennis courts

More sun/flowers/shrubs/landscaping
boating/kayaking, covered picnic area, more
tennis courts

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?

Red Admiral Place

Yes

proximity to home

Fallen Hills Dr.

Yes

Nice shaded park.

Epperson

Yes

Minerva Drive

Yes

Minerva Drive

Yes

Tradewind drive

Yes

Stratford Landing

Yes

Autumn Sky Ct

No

Minerva Dr

Yes

Minerva
Minerva Dr

Yes
Yes

I like that it breaks the monotony
of the rows and rows of houses. I
like lighted tennis courts, though
we need many more of them!!!
Like to have small pond in the
middle where you can watch the
turtles laying on the sun

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?

Needs creative lighting at night so
it is seen as a welcoming location.
There is nothing I don't like about
legacy park.
None
Pollination stations, for example, Willowsford
Farms is participating in "Bringing Back the
Monarch" program, why Brambleton is not
doing it yet? In the parks that have ponds,
that are larger in size, maybe put a small
boathouse that can be used for small row
boats? or at least, have small platforms, where
you can sit and enjoy the view
Open areas for kickball and family soccer
games and need more picnic areas and a
bathroom would be helpful It is so nice to get
out on sunny days to go to park where the kids
can run and play and tables for lunch and a
bathroom

It is getting too beaten up due to
the population overgrowth. There
are no areas left for the wild
nature to grow free (except for the
small area around the pond), trees
need to be restored on a more
aggressive schedule.
Need better play ground
equipment more like Creighton
Elementary school and Legacy
Elementary school has and some
The trees and most definitely the appropriate younger age
equipment
walking trails
that most of the users are not
Old trees and play areas
Brambleton residents
None
water fountain similar to the one at One
Loudoun, more picnic benches
Play structures, shade
I've used it but I don't use it
The trees and the naturalness of it. regularly.
Dog park
It seems like a private park for
Lack of dog park. Confined
those living directly next to it.
geographically, not very natural.
Dog park.
Greenary and Basketball and
tenisecourt
Tennis courts
Fountain in the middle of the pond. Trails
through the woods connecting the sections of
Nature
How muddy it is.
section 4
Variety of activities and paths
swampy consistent conditions

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?
Minerva Drive
Virginia Rose Pl
Virginia Rose Place

Yes
No
Yes

Minerva drive

Yes

Minerva Drive
Minerva
Minerva drive
Minerva dr

Yes
No
No
Yes

Minerva dr

Yes

Minerva Drive
Benfold Square

Yes
Yes

Fallen Hills

Yes

Muirwood Court

Yes

Minerva Dr

Yes

Minerva Drive
Minerva

Yes
No

Minerva
Virginia Rose Pl

No
Yes

Fallen Hills Drive

Yes

Minerva dr
Minerva

Yes
Yes

Trees and green space
The trails
Trees and waking trails

Tennis Court and the bike/walk
trail

Trees and tennis courts
Its nice and shady with good
space for kids
Walking trail Tennis Courts
Greenary
Playground
The scenery, walking paths, and
nice trees / foliage.
Trees, shaded areas, walking
paths, playgrounds
Playground amenities blended
into natural tree setting
Green space and trees
Easy accessibility, near to town
center.
running trail
The shade.
Young and older kid activities,
tennis courts, basket bal courts
trees

Cars and traffic
noisy
Parking and traffic
Shortage of tennis courts. There is
always waiting.

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?
MORE trees and green space and less cars and
traffic
quiet natural retreat

Traffic

Flood lights for the tennis courts

no water elements

water elements

Nothing much

Nothing

None
Parking/ No dog park
The tennis courts seem out of
place for such a pretty area.

Dog park
I think it has everything it needs.
Bocce Courts, pavillion

Too small for the biggest park in
neighborhood

Nothing

Car traffic!

Less car traffic and more green space and trees.

Parallel parking on the streets.
nothing
The bugs (because of the trees
providing the shade).
Muddy
the mud

nature only

Open space for playing
nature trails

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?
Fallen Hills

Fallen hills

Yes

Older shade trees and open space

Yes

Old trees, that it is not in anyone's
backyard

Stratford Landing Drive

Yes

Virginia Rose Place
Virginia Rose Place

Yes
Yes

Openness Respect of nature (e.g.
mature trees)
Foremost, I like that Legacy Park is
not in my backyard. Secondly, I
like how the park was
incorporated into the existing
natural areas.
Playgrounds

Virginia Rose Place

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?
I like natural parks with enhanced landscaping
Tennis courts and traffic
and trees for shade.
Open fields, keep it as green as possible;
Extra traffic and congestion it
something without concrete courts, space for
brings to the streets, lights on the kids just to run and have spontaneous play,
courts, people using the amenities trees, natural shade. I think any new formal
that do not live here so it's
structures should be put in areas of Brambleton
crowded for residents
that are not developed yet
Access: no pedestrian tunnel
under Belmont Ridge by Legacy
Picnic Tables (and requisite waste
Elementary
management) Water fountain
Nothing. It is in a great location. I
do not want anything similar to
Legacy Park, other than the
natural elements, in the open area
behind my house.
Nothing
Nothing
The traffic on both sides of the
park. We used to live on fanshaw
saw, and hated all of the through
traffic on that side of the
neighborhood. I don't want to
see anything close to that in our
circle.

minerva

Yes

Minerva Drive

Yes

Close to TownCenter
I like that there are tall mature
trees to block the sun.

Minerva drive

No

Trees and shade

Yes
No

Lots of play space options; plenty Nothing - our family loves the
of parking; walking trail; SHADE!! whole park!
It's location
Brings traffic

Virginia Rose Place
Fallen Hills Drive

street parking, not child safe zone.
There are not enough swings.
Inconvenient to get to from a lot
of the neighborhood

A rock climbing wall.
NA

A tot lot - something for smaller toddlers
N/A

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?
Central location, adjacent to Town
Center, variety of play areas for
Franklin Benjamin
various kid ages, lots of tree cover
Would like more picnic tables
Terrace
Yes
and shade.

Twinleaf Drive

Yes

Minerva drive

Yes

Virginia Rose Pl
Benfold

Yes
Yes

Stratford Landing drive
Minerva drive

Yes
Yes

Playground equipment is too
spread out.

Away from being directly in
someone backyard and that you
have trees and facilities
Shaded area. Variety of things to
for kids to do over a range of
ages.
Nothing
Big and multiple play areas- Shade
for summer time play. Multiple
levels of play areas

That most people using it are not
Beambleton residents. Residents
from near by neighborhoods
None

More swings would be nice.
The trees

Size, Picnic Tables

Connie Marie ter

Yes

Minerva drive

Yes

Swings tunnels climbing structure Nothing for teens
the playground equipment and
walking paths.
it gets very muddy when it rains.

Minerva Drive

Yes

Taller slide.
Sports fields

Distance from our home

Yes

Yes

Restrooms
Bike racks, covered pavilion(s), Frisbee golf
course, children's garden play area, dedicated
parking lot

The playground, the trail, the
wooded areas.

Callalily Way

Virginia Rose Place

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?

too far from my home

Trees
Muddy
My kids like the tire swings; I like
the shade cover and how peaceful
It's dark at night.
it seems.

More of multi-use grassy field area for soccor
or kick-ball
Things for teens
more places to sit, such as benches and picnic
tables.
Natural climbing/exploring structures for
children who are older...gearing a natural park
to late elementary/middle school age kids.

water fountain / splash pad

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?
Neighborhood stories that the
end towards Belmont Ridge
Usability, layout, scenery, multiple provides hiding spots for teens
aspects (and uses), reminds of
when they are doing things that
Minerva
Yes
Boston and Olmsted designs etc. need to be hidden.

Angela Faye previously,
now Stratford Landing Yes
Minerva Driver

Yes

Angel Wing Way

Yes

Fallen Hills Drive

Yes

The open, natural feel. Love the
old, mature trees that line the park
as its a reminder of why we moved
to Loudoun. Love that, aside from
the tennis courts, the design was
kept minimal and natural. Love the
neighborhood camp out and the
ability to have added open space
since yards in Brambleton are not
large. Waterfall is a nice touch if
Not too much.
considered part of the park.
Tennis court is not restricted to
Brambleton residents
Playset and Tennis courts

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?

Depends. Would not change Legacy becsuse it
just fits the area but s dog park or a common
fire pit/gathering space would be nice.

1) We need a dog park somewhere (out of site).
Trees, paths, ponds, nature,
I would like a marked pedestrian 2) We also need a LARGE flat grassy space for
hidden sports courts that blend in crossing between the two sections pick-up games, flying kites, etc. 3) Ice skating
well with natural surroundings
(near tennis courts).
area/covered pavilion for events.
Ample open space, good
amenities for the little kids, good All the tree stumps - if you cut
landscaping, a break from the
down a dead tree, take the extra
typical suburban landscape (an
step to remove the stumps. It just
island of open space in a sea of
looks bad and you can't use that
houses).
area.
None that I can think of.

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?

Minerva Drive

Tradewind Drive
jessica farm terrace

Minerva Dr

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Ingersoll Way
Hawkbill Sq.
Minerva Drive

Yes
Yes
Yes

Windflower

Yes

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?

Lots of wooded areas, multiple
playsets. Nicely maintained trails.
Playground equipment that is
different than other places.

It provides a place for a lot of
different activities for people's
different interests.
playground

There are a lot of places where the
landscaping is just dirt and then
mud when it rains. I realize it is
shaded in many places but given
how nicely the other common
areas are kept throughout the
Brambleton community it is not as
nice.
I can't think of any.

Wooded areas, size of the park,
waterfall landscapes

Tennis courts, lack of open fields

Playground area for kids, lots of
trees, walkways within the tree
areas and on the perimeter, and
the lighted tennis courts. Benches
and picnic tables. Long stretches
for forested areas without
development; just the pathway of
trees and grass.
Openess, green spaces
Open areas
The courts and large number of
playgrounds for all ages.

Prefer not to have a basketball
court within the park
Lack of a dog park
Big crowds
Distance and ease of access from
my home.

Designated parking area, open fields with grass
that is well maintained , putting green or golfinspired area, splashpad area for young kids
Free spraygrounds and play fountains that pack
in a splash of fun for the pint-sized crowd.
Similar to Lake Anne Plaza in Reston and One
Loudooun in Ashburn. Large rocks for climbing
and bouldering. An Open regularly mowed
grassy area for kids to play catch, throw a
frisbee, kick a ball with their parents--a noncompetitive feel- just a play for fun area. An
semi-quiet area to layout a blanket and have a
picnic or read a book.
The park needs a dog park
More flowers
Basketball and volleyball courts. Shades areas
and playgrounds with picnic tables.

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?

Fallen hills dr

No

Green area and trees and sitting
area, kids play area

Too busy

Explorer drive
Muirwood CT

Yes
No

Willow Bend Drive

Yes

Fallen Hills Dr

Yes

Minerva
Hickox drive

Yes
Yes

Limited swings for children, and
limited picnic tables. Would be
The shade and variety of activities nice to have more tables away
and play areas
from play areas.
Adult, Sports options
Distance
Tire Swing and several play
structures shade, benches
Tennis Courts, lights, man made
structures, and the traffic and
Open Space, Pond, Green Fields, congestion it brings to that area
for local residents.
Walking trails, benches
The preserved existing large trees.
The natural feel of the park (like
you're in the woods).
Swings and shade
No bike racks

Highcrest Circle

Yes

stratford landing dr
Minerva between
Virginia Rose and
Muirwood
morning walk drive

No

Trees and playground.
Kids play area, trees, camping
space

Poor drainage in areas - ripe for
mosquitoes. Lack of upkeep by
HOA. Not enough tennis courts.

No
Yes

tennis courts, and walking trails

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?
Kids safety is not at all there. Both sides of park
are so congested. We would like more open
space for kids to play
It might be fun to have a marked nature trail
with information on local wildlife, or perhaps a
scavenger hunt for the children along a trail.
Anything interactive for families to experience
nature would be wonderful.
Additional seating
Shade, gazebo

More green natural space for people to use.

Less man made features.

Pollinator garden A couple of playground
items that are handicap accessible.

location

nothing

increased area for younger kids (tot lots)

Do you currently
utilize or have you
Park 4 Questionnaire Park
What is the name of
What do you like most about
What do you dislike about
utilized Legacy
the street you live on? Park?
Legacy Park?
Legacy Park?

Windflower

Yes

Callalily Way

Yes

Lois Lane

Yes

Twin Falls Terrace
Mayflower Ter
Stratford Landing Drive

Yes
Yes

What elements are not included in Legacy
Park that you would like in a neighborhood
park?

Seating areas: some with tables, some without;
pavilion or similar structure; water fountain;
bike rack; rock climbing structure; play areas
based on age (2-5 & 5+); message board; little
library; lighting; help point / emergency
signaling device. I'd love to see this be the
location of the community garden. Ornamental
Roads on every side. Over
trees providing shade and color would make
crowding. Distance from home - this a great addition to the area. A natural play
SHADE! Space. Options. Parking. having to cross Belmont Ridge Rd. area with a tree house concept would be cool.
Too close to the road and too
many people speeding by. Lots of
tire swing, ample shade, large
enough space that you don't have big tree stumps. Only one tire
swing.
to fight others for play areas
definitely need more tennis courts. On nice
not enough tennis courts for a
days, courts are almost always in use and many
first-class planned community that are turned away because no courts are
tennis courts
Brambleton touts to be
available.
trees, trails, open spaces, and
playgrounds
too crowded
more trails and open spaces

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?
Minerva Drive
Pollinator habitats

Additional Comments:

Chatelain Cir
Mayflower Terrace

Trees. Lots of trees.
We do not want a dog park here. It makes more sense to have a dog

Minerva Drive

Open areas.

park near condos or townhomes, where there are small yards.

No ticks Variety of labeled
Olympia

plants/flowers

Magellan Square

Meadow, pond. Want to
preserve the ecosystem, and
have teaching opportunities for Freedom park in Charlotte, nc.
my kids. Also enjoy the natural Winding trails around a pond,
beauty.
innovative play areas for kids.

Minerva Drive
Christopher Thomas
Lane
Red Admiral
Minerva

I'd love to see more flowers,
picnic benches and porch
benches (sporadic along the
trail), manicured areas,
beautification of the water
areas.
nature trails, access to
shorelines

Natural flower area for bees

Clemyontri

I'm concerned about District 4 and the amount of potential traffic
behind Minerva and Fallen Hills. Today there is only one access point on
Virginia Rose and the cul-de-sac is not equipped to handle the traffic.
There needs to be another access point to the trail and pond behind

Washington Tidal Basin

Minerva. It would be nice to have green areas and passive park areas
behind Minerva... perhaps cherry trees or grape vines... Brambleton can
produce it's own wine. :) Please no dog parks, tennis courts (etc.),
lights, etc. behind Minerva and Fallen Hills.

Park should compliment current families as well as single people
activities/sports and plan to support the future active lifestyle complex

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:
Not fair or appropriate to install larger scale fixtures (courts, concrete,
dog park) in areas where home owners were sold lots on basis of golf

Morning Walk Dr
Tradewind Drive

All of the above. Why?

Legacy Park without

course or open area. Incidentally "open area" spirit does not translate to

Peaceful, Quiet
childrens garden

courts/concrete - Perfect!
burke lake

!that! means we can do what we want...!

Hammond Japanese Stroll
Garden in North Salem NY. It is
a calming and beautiful park.
Lots of natural visual elements.

Red Admiral Place
Fallen Hills Dr.

Epperson

All of them, we need to provide
more space to share with the
wild habitat. Would like to see
less of a mowed lawns unless it
serve a recreational purpose

Shenandoah, Great Falls. Those
parks have areas left
untouched so the wild animals,
birds, insects, etc. can coexist
with humans

Brambelton should aim to become more nature supporting community.
With all the population that is placed in our area, we are losing wild
habitat on a scary scale. Create a program that supports conservancy
efforts of Loudoun County! I would be interested in volunteering for this
cause

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

love the flowers the bridges
and the water with the turtles
that come out and sun them
Minerva Drive

Minerva Drive
Tradewind drive

selves

reforested open spaces. We
already have enough being
built limiting the amount of
open space.

Central Park New York

Additional Comments:

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

In Florida, there was a park we
visited that had a boardwalk
through trees and trees of land.
Again, I just liked the

Stratford Landing

naturalness of it. Separately, I
really like the Willowsford Dog
Park - I like that it's a bigger
I'd like to see reforested areas park for dogs to really run. And
and pollinator habitats. I think yet another park as a kid had a
lots of trees have been taken
great playground that was
down and with all of the
made of wood, had these kinds
houses in Brambleton, it would of tunnels within it (the tunnels
just be nice to have more
were square and you could see
nature along the trails - both
through the wood), tires to
because lots of people walk
climb on, etc. We loved that
and bike down them, and for
park because it gave us plenty
kids' education. It would be
to climb on and to hide in. I
great to have things like a
also had a treehouse as a kid butterfly garden, and if
it was not in a tree, but it had
possible, maybe frogs and
stairs you used to enter from
turtles in a pond and more
underneath through a door,
pond grass around the pond
had windows with screens, and
already there - again, whatever a real roof with shingles would be most natural for the something like this for a
area.
playground would be amazing.

I recommend adding back a community garden and adding a kids'
garden. For a large playground, as many trees for shade would be
appreciated. And anything solar would be best - it would be great to
use solar energy for anything we can in Brambleton. On the dog park,
I'm concerned that the idea is to have many small ones, but because no
one wants one in their backyard, we'll end up with one small one that is
in no way big enough to be used by Brambleton resident dogs. Instead,
I would highly recommend one very large dog park like the one in
Willowsford - but with some agility things for dogs. For the dog park,
the double gate is key so no dogs get out, along with a dog water
fountain to keep everyone hydrated. Thank you for taking our
comments.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

Any natural elements would be
great. Butterfly gardens, bird
habitats, and maybe a play
Autumn Sky Ct

fountain too!

Minerva Dr

meadows,Fountain

Minerva

Fountain in the middle of the
pond.

We d't want Dog part behind our houses.
Definitely NO dog parks or playgrounds in people's backyards. Keep the
area around the pond natural. There is no parking, and residents
shouldn't have to go cut through people's yards to get to amenities.
Utilize the trailhead next to Belmont Ridge Road for a dog park if
necessary as there are no houses in that area.

Minerva Dr

fountains in ponds to keep
standing water at bay. esp with
the fear of mosquitos and zika
virus.
benches, passive elements

Strongly against any development behind the houses on Minerva Dr
that end at Virginia Rose. These lots were bought with premiums
associated to them that did not include obtrusive elements in their
yards. There isnt parking and foot traffic through yards would be
inevitable.

Minerva Drive

Meadows, pollinator habitats,
and reforested areas all sound
fantastic!

Virginia Rose Pl

meadows, butterfly garden

The Dog Park location seems insanely and poorly placed. Love the idea
of utilizing the space next to the Callalily Park Tot-Lot.
Putting a bark park there is totally not advisable as the people who
bought in that area paid a premium for golf course facing lots. There is
no adequate parking for people to utilize the dog park. Please put the
dog park in new section so people buying around it are not taken by

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:
There are two major concerns with Park 4 updates.

#1: Parking at cul-

de-sac at end of Virginia Rose. We had the same discussion with
Brambelton Mngt about traffic and parking when they proposed the
walking trail there two years ago. Ideally, we culd assume that traffic to
this park would only come from the residents that live close to it...from
what we saw with the trail creation, that is not practically what
happened. We are experiencing an heavy amount of traffic and increase

Virginia Rose Place

Trees, flowers, Cherry Blossom
type trees, gardens water
related elements

Minerva drive
Minerva Drive

More trees

in cars parking at the culdesac to go fishing. A lot of us paid a lot
premium to be at a culdesac to be away from the traffic..that slowly is
eroding, and I do not favor any effort to increase car traffic to the
culdesac. #2 No to any Active Recreation in Park4. I like the idea of
upgrading Park 4, but only with Passive Recreation efforts. Part of the
charm of park 4 is the at appears that we live in the country (because of
the open land). Put up some more trees, cherry blossom type trees, etc.
Keep the beauty of it. ----- Additionally, thank you for the
opportunity to discuss the plan for park4, including the information
Jefferson Memorial Area / Tidal session that was held a few days ago with the community. This didn't
Basin
happen with the walking trail development (of it it did, the word didn't
Please do not build in any place that might be disconcerting to
residents privacy.
Brambleton park

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:
I need to know when the next public meeting is on this planned park so
I can attend to voice my vote against it. We have lived here for four
years with no such knowledge of a park ever being put in our backyard.
We live on a quiet, peaceful street. We purposefully choose the back of
the neighborhood so we would not have the noise of such a thing as a
dog park in our backyard. We do not want the increased traffic on our
street or having to compete for street parking due to people wanting to
use the dog park in our backyard. I don't want nor should I have to
clean up after people walking through our yard as a cut through to this
proposed dog park. I want to be able to walk barefoot in my own
backyard without the worry of dog feces from those who don't care to

Minerva
Minerva drive
Minerva dr
Minerva dr

reforested areas
Nothing much

Minerva Drive

This will add natural setting to
the park

Benfold Square

butterfly gardens, berry
patches, orchards, cherry trees

Its better to leave the open areas as is naturally
Please do not build any dog parks behind the houses. We bought this
house for scenic beauty, serenity and natural settings. Dog parks will
make our backyards very noisy make it miserable for the people living
Scenic beauty, quiet settings

around those parks. Please construct the dog parks in undeveloped
area away from the existing homes.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

We would like to see more
green areas. It makes the
neighborhood look nice and
well kept. While I appreciate

Fallen Hills

Muirwood Court

Minerva Dr

Minerva Drive
Minerva

I haven't been to many parks

We truely enjoy the greens and foliage - the well kept landscaping, etc. I

lately, but I appreciate the
am hoping there are not plans to tear down some of the nice areas to
the playground areas, we
would prefer more foliage and scenery, greens, and serenity of install courts or soccer fields, as I feel that would detract from the look
of the neighborhood.
greens.
parks - not loud noisy ones.
We love the idea of a butterfly garden behind Muirwood Court, and
would love wildflowers. We do NOT want a dog park on the trail. This
would cause the trail to be covered in dog poo, and would mean many
Reforest as much as possible to
more dogs back on the trail that is currently used by children/runners.
maintain the natural habitat.
The dog park needs to be in a location with parking accessible, and
We'd love to see wildflowers on
should go in to a new section of Brambleton where the owners know
the berms behind Muirwood
they are moving in near a dog park. A pavillion, picnic tables and bocce
Court, Minerva Drive and Fallen
courts are great ideas for the area on Minerva by the small park that
Hills.
currently exists. Garden plots are also a great idea for that space.
Limited to no parking in VA Rose cul da sec is biggest concern with
what Bram might do in area in front of lake behind Minerva. Also not in
Meadows
Tidal basin in dc
favor of dog parks near path
Please, please, please keep car traffic away from this neighborhood!!!
It's already bad as it is with the school nearby! We enjoy the open
green space as it is now. If you're going to add 'improvments', it would
Deforested areas

be great if it focused on keeping the green space and adding more
trees. No dog parks or courts...more green space!

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?
Minerva

Meadows.
meadows and trees would be

Virginia Rose Pl

nice.

Additional Comments:
No dog park please or any construction behind the homes where no
accessibility. This will lead trespassing between homes.
Please nothing that will attract parking/traffic on our street. No
basketballl/tennis courts or playgrounds.
The area at Minerva and Fallen Hills has been great for our family. We
are concerned about developing more in this area, as we believe it will

Minerva dr

Open areas for play, natural
shielding from roads and other
out of boundary areas. Nature
walk.

bring more traffic and parking issues, as well as lights and noise if
certain courts and other items are added. We believe that additional
amenities should be added to the yet undeveloped District 5.
Not happy that this disruptive activity is being considered for an already
established neighborhood where it was not outlined initially when the
houses were bought. Many residents paid for premium lots on what was
either to be a golf course, common open land that was not to be
developed or changed. Now we are in a situation where use change is
being considered as well as potential changes to traffic patterns in a
built out established neighborhood. My view is that this park proposal
should be targeted at new unfinished neighborhoods where there is full
disclosure about building intent. I don't see anything wrong with open
green fields at the end of fallen hills and natural meadow walks past
Virginia rose.since the loudoun county road extension hasn't opened,
provide access and parking off of it instead of focusing on Virginia rose
access mods.

Minerva

fountain in the pond

no large man made structures near the pond

Fallen Hills

Reforested areas and pollinator
habitats

I would like to see more open space and green habitats within
brambleton.

Fallen Hills Drive

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

Trees so there is more shade

Fallen hills

plantings, reforestation
because there are so few areas
in Brambleton that are safe
areas for kids to run and play
where a ball isn't going to run
out into traffic. Or where kids
can sled on a hill that doesn't
end in the street.

Stratford Landing Drive

All natural elements are
welcome. The greatest amenity
of the existing trail system is
that the surrounding natural
Legacy Park :-) It is well
areas preserve a diverse
designed.
habitat.

Maymont, Richmond: Beautiful
park to walk around, water
Put the large, lighted, concrete structure courts in a section on
feature. Benches to sit and talk, Brambleton that is not developed yet so people can decide what they
shade, peaceful
want to live next to.

Let's not make our next park look like a large phallic symbol on google
maps (or let's be creative and add to the existing 'art').

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

I'm not sure at this time. I am;
however, much more open to a

I am extremely concerned about the addition of any recreational area

natural, wild flower, water

for which there is insufficient access to adequate parking. Parking from

Virginia Rose Place

fountain type area than a
playground and/or sports
facility.

guests fishing in the nearby pond is already quite common in the
Virginia Rose cul-de-sac, both on the weekend and throughout the
week.

Virginia Rose Place

Any park by the pond should
be natural and far from the
Virginia rose entrance. We live
at the end and do NOT want
cars and teenage traffic visiting.

Virginia Rose Place

minerva
Minerva Drive

Please keep the end of VA rose natural. We do not want kids and
random people parking and hanging out at the end of the street. We
get enough of that already and with the pond and sewer pipe outlet we
cannot afford to have kids lured to that area more than they are.
I don't want the park built. It will create traffic, and added street parked
cars in our circle, at the end of Virginia Rose. We purchased this house
to protect our kids from added traffic and this park will have a negative
influence on our street.
- Please plan any structures(if planning) at least 100-150 feet away from
property line to avoid disturbance. - Should plan a proper
entrance(easy accessible), don't construct anything which may lead to
street side parking and trespassing through property line.
Would love to see a full size basketball court.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

i want trees, but well
manicured. I don't like
overgrowth as it brings mice,

Park must have accessible parking. Putting something a few hundred

snakes, etc.

yards from parking will not get used.

Virginia Rose Place

The area in District 4 has a
great undeveloped meadow
already and I would love for it
to stay that way. We see lots of
wildlife and appreciate the
open/empty nature of the
setting. My preference is to
keep District 4 the way it is,
with perhaps an extra bench or
two and maybe a water feature
in the pond.

We live near the District 4 area. It is my understanding the area for the
possible Neighborhood Park is the open space that is accessible from
the trail head in the Virginia Rose cul-de-sac. As it is now, several cars
are parking in the cul-de-sac on a regular basis to access the pond for
fishing. There is LITTLE parking space in the cul-de-sac. Every house on
the cul-de-sac has young children that regularly play outside, on the
sidewalks and in the cul-de-sac, so the extra cars present a hazard to
those families and take away from the quiet nature that is expected on a
cul-de-sac. Any additional development in the District 4 area would
most likely increase the car traffic in the Virginia Rose cul-de-sac for
families trying to access the proposed park (whatever it may be). We
are very happy with the park options already in place and regularly use
Legacy Park and the small playground at Minerva and Calilly Way.

Fallen Hills Drive

N/A

Minerva drive

I am a huge fan of the
minimalist parks - the natural
habitats, open fields,
flowers/trees.
I don't have small kids so I
really don't go to parks.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:
Thanks for the opportunity to comment. We offer the following
comments -Legacy Park is unique because of its large space and
central location in the community, adjacent to Town Center. It was
planned to be a neighborhood park from the beginning and therefore
adjacent parking was provided. The adjacent homeowners also knew
the park would be there when they purchased their home. -We
agree in concept that neighborhood parks, as Brambleton has defined

Franklin Benjamin
Terrace

Twinleaf Drive

Trees and natural areas, trails,
picnic tables

I like the existing flora.

them, should be provided in all the Districts. However, we do not agree
that a neighborhood park belongs in the space currently being planned
in District 4. The open space in District 4 has limited to no adjacent
parking and therefore we do not believe active recreation should be
located here except for limited playgrounds for the adjacent neighbors.
As an example we live adjacent to a basketball court and it regularly has
a bunch of cars parked with people playing on the court - this works
because there is a parking lot. -We would really like to have plenty of
trees and natural areas with benches and picnic tables to have quality
family outdoor time. While we don’t live in District 4, we regularly walk,
ride, run along the trail and go to the playground with our kids and
having a few more amenities would be great. -Overall we strongly
suggest paying special attention to the homeowners directly adjacent to
the space, they are the most impacted.
Brambleton spends so much money building and maintaining lovely
amenities and a wonderful sprawling trail network with which to access
Broadlands Nature Center. I like them by bicycle, and then doesn't install bike racks for those of us who
the existence of a parking lot, do actually use the trail system to get to these amenities. Every pool,
and the incorporation of nature playground, and tot lot should have a bike rack or two. Every
and activity space.
"destination" in Brambleton should have one.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?
Minerva drive

Open space.

Additional Comments:
We need to maintain our open space area. That's was one of the
Lincoln park in Chicago Illinois reasons we purchased in Brambleton
Please do not build the park on north side of pond. Residents
purchased homes in the Virginia Rose Pl cul-de-sac to be a part of this
great neighborhood but also to be on the quieter edge of it. Placing a
park here will lead to parking issues in the cul-de-sac and a large

Virginia Rose Pl
Benfold

Stratford Landing drive
Minerva drive
Callalily Way
Connie Marie ter

Minerva drive

Virginia Rose Place

increase in people around potentially decreasing the value of our
Grads

Central Park

Forested/shade areas More
bike paths

Legacy park Dinosaur park in
ashburn
Forgot to add a comment about adding bike racks for The new parks!

some rock gardens to keep the
ticks away
not sure

Restore trees that have been
taken out.

Central Park Frisco Texas, it
contains art sculptures, as well
as rock and water features that
older kids can explore. Similar
to a small scale arboretum.

Please do not add parking lots or features that would need parking lots
or lights, as these are established homes and the addition of parking
lots/lights and large unnatural structures would be unfair to families
who have invested in properties that assumed would connect to green
space.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:
would suggest finding land that isn't already near existing homes to do
larger parks because NIMBY. (I don't mean my backyard specifically,

dinosaur park and clemenjontri but that's going to be the feeling you run into with anyone already
leaving here not informed of the plans before they purchased.)
parks are nice for families.

Minerva Drive

trees - shade

Minerva

Mt. Greenwood Park on the far
south side of Chicago. It has a
huge running track around it,
Some scenic aspects, but
and numerous ball fields within
mostly usability like reforested the track. One thing that would
(not densely) areas with things be nice would be a few ball
that kids can use. Rocks to sit fields for people to play
Thank you for looking to put a nice park in the community. Legacy Park
on, paths through light forests softball, or little league etc. But and the side park a block or so away are two of our favorite things
etc.
just maybe one or two.
about Brambleton.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Angela Faye previously,

All. It reminds me of why we
moved to Loudoun in the first
place. More nature, more focus
on land preservation, more
FRESH than areas closer to DC.
It is the way of development
but it is shame to see the
beautiful farm fields slowly
disappearing and it'd be nice to
maintain as much of nature as
possible. Especially given the
reception areas that will be in
the Hanson Park that will
hopefully be accessible by trail
from our neighborhood. See no
need for more courts, etc. when
those will all be nearby en

now Stratford Landing

masse.

Hard to pin point one. Love the
pond area in Willowsford -kept natural but with gathering
spaces for the neighbors. Same
with their trails. Kept natural
but easily accessible. Great Falls
would be another example.
Natural but many places to
gather with good company.

Additional Comments:

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?
Minerva Driver

Meadows with wildflowers

Outdoor amphitheater with a
grassy raised lawn would be
Angel Wing Way

Butterfly garden maybe? Or

nice for school concerts as well

flower gardens?

as larger events.

Additional Comments:

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?
p
p

Additional Comments:

used quietly - I guess what
you're calling meadows and
reforested areas. The problem
with putting in a tennis court or
similar is that only a small
segment of the population uses
it. Plus it invites others from

Fallen Hills Drive

outside our community. Open
space can be used by everyone
and reforested areas can entice
birds and other animals etc.
Also the reforested areas are
nice because they are pleasant
to be around. I like these
amenities better than "action"
amenities such as tennis or
basketball courts. There are
plenty of those around and at
the schools - but open, green,
natural space is limited and
special. I guess what I'm saying
is that I'd much prefer quiet /
passive elements where people
can walk and enjoy the
outdoors rather than
something that will introduce
more traffic, require lights, and

Sorry, but other than Legacy I
don't really have one. I like
walking paths, and open &
reforested areas.

Legacy Park is the central area with a little bit of everything for
everyone. I think the future park should remain more a "nature park".
The walking path is great, but the meadows and natural habitats are my
favorite features. I think it would be better, both from a sustainable
standpoint and monetarily, to avoid turning this park into a giant grass
field that has to be mowed every 2 weeks from April to December.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:
I'm excited for more park elements to be brought near the pond behind
Va Rose (charrette 4). My only concern is that there is no street parking
available if something large were to be built. The cul-de-sac on VA Rose
is not appropriate parking and there are already too many drivers
parking there to fish. Lots of kids are in the area. I'd love for the park to
be more nature-oriented and quiet, with a fountain in the pond

Minerva Drive

Tradewind Drive
jessica farm terrace

Fountain in a pond.

perhaps, or a gazebo.
The fact that there is a Legacy Park at all is great. For those who dont
live right next to it they can get there quickly and easily by car, bicycle
or a longer walk. It serves all of the community well. Thosewho don't or
haven't used the Park likely wont use a new one. One park the size and
style of Legacy park is enough for this sized community. Leave the
other open, natural spaces in the developed neighborhoods as they are.
The provide another option to a developed park like Legacy Park. As the
newer townhome and single family areas are developed incorporate
new parks into those. The residents who willreside in the town house
community south of the town center will easily be served by legacy
A small park behind loudoun
park. The development west of Northstar should have a park close to
one. Paths and natural areas.
them with their input. What I am saying leave everything as it is. Legacy
Leave the current areas as they park is fineforthe ccurrent residents of brambleton . Leave the natural
are.
areas as they are si that we have both options.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

reforested areas, small fishing

Minerva Dr

pond. We have lost most of
the tree coverage in the
neighborhood and this would
be both aesthetically appealing
and provide more privacy for
nearby homes.

Additional Comments:

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

Open areas mixed in with

Ingersoll Way

forested cover areas, small
pond with waterfall, bird
nesting capabilities and bee
habitats. Prefer not to have
wooden bird houses
constructed along walkways
like they have in Brambleton.
Currently, they are unsightly
due to them being weather
worn and look unnatural.

There is not just one park that
comes to mind.

Hawkbill Sq.

Minerva Drive
Windflower

Fallen hills dr

Meadows, bird feeders, cherry
trees, reforested areas
Reforested areas.

Natural habitat

Washington DC Tidal Basin

none right now
Since Brambleton's dog park was taken away, there has been no
replacement. There is not one dog park in all of Ashburn, and we need
one desperately.

I'd love to see the area around the pond area more manicured
This road is already busy because of the school and we don't want t
even busier with courts and flashy lights. This area has lot of young kids
who need more play area

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

It is always great to keep
forested areas, and to maintain
them and replant where
Explorer drive
Muirwood CT

needed.
Shaded areas

Willow Bend Drive

Fallen Hills Dr

more reforested areas. a
butterfly garden. more plants
and flowers. Bring back the
trees!!

Minerva

All. Meadows, reforestation,
open spaces.

I live next to Callalilly Park and I strongly oppose putting hard courts,
including tennis and/or basketball courts, with lights, in this area. I'm
also very concerned that courts will attract and be used by people who
do not live in Brambleton. I support making the area more natural
looking to include more trees and enhanced landscaping. The kids in
this neighborhood currently use this field to play and I would hate to
see this area removed/lost.
We love the open and natural feel of the current space proposed for
park 4. We would however like to see some degree of reforestation in
some of the wider areas, while preserving some of the existing open
spaces. The children love that they have an ability to play sports
(baseball, football, frisbee etc) in some of the larger open areas.
However some additional trees would help with erosion and restore the
natural habitat. These open areas are only accessible from a few
locations along Minerva dr without cutting through people's yards so
we would like expected use and access taken into account. For example
do not put a multi use court or playground in an open area which would
force people to cut through others yard.

Hickox drive

Puddle area for kids Butterfly
garden with shaded seats

Consider handicap accessible areas

Meadowlark Gardens

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

Pollinator garden. Bees and
other pollinators are good for
our plants. And could we

Highcrest Circle
stratford landing dr

Minerva between
Virginia Rose and
Muirwood
morning walk drive

Look at some of the parks and

please get away from the rock
theme everywhere? Reforested
areas - developer has taken
down enough!
yes

trails in the Broadlands where
they have kept mature tree
growth and wetlands.
kids play activities

All of the above.

I am feeling like a bait & switch is about to happen. We were told that
the area that would have been the golf course site near the big pond
would now be left in as natural state as possible. I was thrilled with that
decision. I want to have natural habitat views behind my lot. I do not
wish for there to be a formalized park. We get deer, rabbits, foxes, and
other wildlife back there. We enjoy watching them. I do not wish for
Ashburn Park on Partlow Road. them to be driven away. To me the charm of my lot was the proximity
The feature I like best are the
to the little bubble of nature in the middle of a suburb. To turn it into
trails that run through mature something that's manicured and structured and sanitized destroys the
trees and wild nature.
charm and would be very disappointing.

Park 4 Questionnaire Feedback

What passive/natural
elements would you like to

Name a park that you have
been to that reflects your
vision for a neighborhood

What is the name of

see in the neighborhood park park. What elements of this
the street you live on? and why?
park stand out to you?

Additional Comments:

Glencoe Creek Neighborhood
Park because of its sustainable I LOVE the idea of have a play area in this location. I am concerned
community development and about parking and proximity to the water. I hope that lighting and
Windflower

Callalily Way

SHADE! :)

environmental stewardship.
Clemyjontri Park - lots of
rubber and bright colors, very
toddler friendly.

Lois Lane

Twin Falls Terrace
Mayflower Ter
Stratford Landing Drive

reforested areas, meadows.
Like to have natural elements in Rock Creek Park in DC. Lots of
the park
trees, trails, and open spaces

safety are intensely considered during the planning phase.

